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5 Year /50,000 MILE  LIMITED  WARRANTY 

Aids you by dampening any sudden jolts or 
bumps in terrain.

FOX® Heavy Duty Stabilizer01C

The MAXTRAC® 4.5” Suspension will create the 
clearance for larger tires. It will also give your 
off-road monster that head-turning bold look you’ve 
been trying to achieve. on platform)

MAXTRAC® 4.5” Suspension Kit01A

MAXTRAC® front adjustable track bar will re-center 
the axle under the vehicle at a wide range of lift 
heights. Constructed from forged steel for extreme 
strength and is just what you’ll need to hit the trails 
hard with a lift. 

MAXTRAX® Adjustable Track Bar01D
Designed to improve control arm operating 
angle and mimic factory suspension geometry, 
these control arm correction brackets improve 
on-road handling and control.

JKS® Geometry Correction Brackets01B

After lifting your Wrangler JL or JT Gladiator, 
you may have noticed the front end is not 
as solid as it used to be. Bring strength 
and rigidity back to your Jeep with the 
STEERSMARTS YETI XD™ sector shaft 
brace.

STEERSMARTS® Sector Shaft Brace01E
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FORTEC Custom Sport Bar
This Sport Bar kit is made with 3” tubular steel 
tubing, hand welded together and powder coated 
for durability. The Main Bar has 4 light tabs. Made 
in the USA. Truck freight only. 

03C

Z-AUTOMOTIVE® Tazer
Correct your speedometer after installing 
larger tires or changing the axle and 
transfer case gear ratio with the a low 
cost effective calibration module.

07

17x7.5” Painted MOPAR® Steel Wheel to match 
the body color.

MOPAR® Steel Wheels02A

RUGGED RIDGE® 
AMFIB Snorkel

A Low Mount Snorkel to make a visual 
splash by devising a base that blends 
seemliness with the factory cowl panel 
and then topped it off with a low air intake.

06

BFGoodrich® has a long tradition in the Off-Road scene 
and is the OEM tire supplier for Jeep®. Equipped with 
Krawl-TEK tread compound for better grip and traction 
for superior off-road performance. 

BFGoodrich® Mud Terrain T/A Tires02B

FORTEC® Floor Liners
Contoured to your Jeep’s floor for pre-
cise secure fitment. 

04



GOBI

5 Year /50,000 MILE  LIMITED  WARRANTY 

Control lateral movement of the front axle and 
recenter the axle under the vehicle at a wide 
range of lift heights. Specially formed to correct 
geometry as well as maintain clearance. 

MAXTRAC® Adjustable Track Bar01D
Aids you by dampening any sudden jolts or 
bumps in terrain.

FOX® Heavy Duty Stabilizer01C

The 2.0 MOPAR® suspension kit elevates your new 
JL’s ride quality and performance. Perfectly tuned for 
bump compliance and load handling. The kit allows 
for 35” tires. (up to 37” tires on Rubicon platform)

MOPAR® 2.0” Suspension Kit01A

Increase the level of your coil spring height to help 
counterbalance the weight attributed to heavier 
aftermarket gear such as bumpers, a winch, a larger 
spare tire, or added weekend baggage and 
accessories.

TERAFLEX 0.5” Front Spacers01B

06

03D

03A

05A

02A 02B

05B

Stubby Antenna

Stylish flexible 13” rubber antenna that won’t 
hit your garage door. 

03B ROUGH COUNTRY® Tonneau Cover 
Protect your cargo area with Hard Tri-Fold 
Tonneau Cover.

03C FORTEC® Floor Liners
Contoured to your Jeep’s floor for precise 
secure fitment. 

04A

Mud Terrain with aggressive Sidebiters 
for improved protection. High mileage 
tire with excellent riding characteristics.

MICKEY THOMPSON® MTZ P3 Tires02B Z-AUTOMOTIVE® Tazer
Correct your speedometer after installing 
larger tires or changing the axle and 
transfer case gear ratio with the a low 
cost effective calibration module.

08

18x9.5” in Desert Sand.
Available in different finishes and sizes.

BLACK RHINO® 
“ARMORY” Wheels

02A

RUGGED RIDGE® 
AMFIB Snorkel

A Low Mount Snorkel to make a visual 
splash by devising a base that blends 
seemliness with the factory cowl panel 
and then topped it off with a low air intake.

06

07 SPIDERWEBSHADE® Mesh Tops

Protect against harmful UV rays. Works 
perfectly with you Hard or Soft top.



SCRAMBLER

Control lateral movement of the front axle and 
recenter the axle under the vehicle at a wide 
range of lift heights. Specially formed to correct 
geometry as well as maintain clearance. 

JKS® Adjustable Track Bar01D

Aids you by dampening any sudden jolts or 
bumps in terrain.

FOX® Heavy Duty Stabilizer01C

Increase the level of your coil spring height to 
help counterbalance the weight attributed to 
heavier aftermarket gear such as bumpers, a 
winch, a larger spare tire, or added weekend 
baggage and accessories.

TERAFLEX 0.5” Front Spacers01B

TeraFlex 3.5” Coil Spring Base Lift Kits include just the 
basic lift components only and do not have the drivability of 
a full suspension system. Requires longer Front Lower 
Sport Control Arms, or Front Control Arm Sport Brackets,.

TERAFLEX® 3.5” Base Suspension Kit01A
After lifting your Wrangler JL or JT Gladiator, 
you may have noticed the front end is not 
as solid as it used to be. Bring strength 
and rigidity back to your Jeep with the 
STEERSMARTS YETI XD™ sector shaft 
brace.

STEERSMARTS® Sector Shaft Brace01E

RUGGED RIDGE® Entry Guards
Prevent the unsightly scuffs and scratches 
that happen just by climbing in and out of 
your Jeep®.

04B
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Mud Terrain with aggressive Sidebiters 
for improved protection. High mileage 
tire with excellent riding characteristics.

MICKEY THOMPSON® MTZ P3 Tires02B

FORTEC® Floor Liners
Contoured to your Jeep’s floor for precise 
secure fitment. 

04A

Z-AUTOMOTIVE® Tazer
Correct your speedometer after installing 
larger tires or changing the axle and transfer 
case gear ratio with the a low cost effective 
calibration module.

06A

This 17 x 9” wheel is constructed from a dependable 
cast aluminum and covered in a gloss white finish 
and inspired military look. Removable cap allows 
for the wheel to be used with an exposed axle 
hub.

BLACK RHINO® “White Axle” Wheels02A

MAGNAFLOW®  Back Dual Exhaust
This 2-1/2” Dual Exit Black Axle Back Exhaust 
System decreases back pressure and allows 
the engine to produce more torque and there-
by increased engine horsepower by typically 
10 to 12 hp.

06B

MAGNAFLOW

KC® 6” LED 50W Spot Slimlites
10 high power Cree LEDs for unmatched 
power. The ultra slim black UV treated 
aluminum housing is a unique design for 
maximum cooling and aerodynamic 
efficiency.

03

LINEX Bed Liner
Protect your Gladiator JT Bed from Trail 
Scratches with the Rugged Off-Road Line-X 
Protection.

05E

5 Year /50,000 MILE  LIMITED  WARRANTY 



03A

05B

05A

5 Year /50,000 MILE  LIMITED  WARRANTY 

Venator

Aids you by dampening any sudden jolts or 
bumps in terrain.

FOX® Heavy Duty Stabilizer01C

Increase the level of your coil spring height to 
help counterbalance the weight attributed to 
heavier aftermarket gear such as bumpers, a 
winch, a larger spare tire, or added weekend 
baggage and accessories.

TERAFLEX 0.5” Front Spacers01B

TeraFlex 3.5” Coil Spring Base Lift Kits include just the 
basic lift components only and do not have the drivability of 
a full suspension system. Requires longer Front Lower 
Sport Control Arms, or Front Control Arm Sport Brackets,.

TERAFLEX® 3.5” Base Suspension Kit01A
After lifting your Wrangler JL or JT Gladiator, 
you may have noticed the front end is not 
as solid as it used to be. Bring strength 
and rigidity back to your Jeep with the 
STEERSMARTS YETI XD™ sector shaft 
brace.

STEERSMARTS® Sector Shaft Brace01E

Control lateral movement of the front axle and 
recenter the axle under the vehicle at a wide 
range of lift heights. Specially formed to correct 
geometry as well as maintain clearance. 

MAXTRAC® Adjustable Track Bar01D

05C

03D

03C

Decreases back pressure allowing the 
engine to produce more torque and 
thereby increased engine horsepower.

Black Dual Exhaust Kit06BZ-AUTOMOTIVE® Tazer
Correct your speedometer after installing 
larger tires or changing the axle and transfer 
case gear ratio with the a low cost effective 
calibration module.

06A

Hi-Lift® Cast Iron Jack

Hi-Lift® Hood Jack Mount

The Original and Classic is here, and with 
new and improved powder-coated finish. 42” 
Jacks, because vertically mounted they don’t 
go past the top.

The Hi-Lift® Jack Hood Mount 
brackets simply install into the 
existing hood hinge holes making 
installation quick and painless. 

05B

05C

RUGGED RIDGE® Entry Guards
Prevent the unsightly scuffs and scratches 
that happen just by climbing in and out of 
your Jeep®.

04BFORTEC® Floor Liners
Contoured to your Jeep’s floor for precise 
secure fitment. 

04ARUGGED RIDGE® Arcus Bumper
The bumper provides openings for factory 
fog lights and accepts any winch with hawse 
or roller-style fair leads.

03B

WARN® VR EVO Series  Winch
The VR EVO Series features IP68-rated 
waterproof construction, an ultra-reliable 
Albright contactor inside a relocatable control 
pack, and a state-of-the-art, two-in-one 
remote for added ease of use and versatility.

05A

Mud Terrain with aggressive Sidebiters 
for improved protection. High mileage 
tire with excellent riding characteristics.

MICKEY THOMPSON® ATZ P3 Tires02B

This 20x 10” wheel is Matte Black with astonishing 
monoblock for strength, performance, and style.

FUEL® “MILITIA” Wheels02A

02A

02B



KAISER 

03E

03B

03A

06A

06B

05

5 Year /50,000 MILE  LIMITED  WARRANTY 

Aids you by dampening any sudden jolts or 
bumps in terrain.

FOX® Heavy Duty Stabilizer01B
The 2.0 MOPAR® suspension kit elevates your new JL’s ride quality and performance. Perfectly tuned 
for bump compliance and load handling. The kit allows for 35” tires. (up to 37” tires on Rubicon plat-
form). The TERAFLEX ® 1.5” Leveling Kit eliminate factory front-end rake and increase the level of your 
coil spring height to help counterbalance the weight attributed to heavier aftermarket gear such as 
bumpers, a winch, a larger spare tire, or added weekend baggage and accessories.

MOPAR® 2.0” Suspension Kit with 1.5” TERAFLEX® Leveling Kit01A

03D

03C
02A

02B

Mud Terrain with aggressive Sidebiters 
for improved protection. High mileage 
tire with excellent riding characteristics.

MICKEY THOMPSON® MTZ P3 Tires02B

LINEX Bed Liner
Protect your Gladiator JT Bed from Trail Scratches 
with the Rugged Off-Road Line-X Protection.

03G

Z-AUTOMOTIVE® Tazer
Correct your speedometer after installing 
larger tires or changing the axle and transfer 
case gear ratio with the a low cost effective 
calibration module.

07A

20x10” in Satin Black.
Available in different finishes and sizes.

FUEL® D704 “SIEGE” Wheels02A

ROUGH COUNTRY® 
Tonneau Cover 

Protect your cargo area with Hard Tri-Fold 
Tonneau Cover.

FORTEC® Original Stars & 
Stripes 

For years we have added US flags on the side 
of Wranglers we customized. When you in-
stall them, remember that there is a left and 
right flag. The stars are always towards the 
front. Size is 4” x 6”.  

03H

MAGNAFLOW®  Back Dual Exhaust
This 2-1/2” Dual Exit Black Axle Back Exhaust 
System decreases back pressure and allows 
the engine to produce more torque and there-
by increased engine horsepower by typically 
10 to 12 hp.

07B

MAGNAFLOW

03F

RUGGED RIDGE® Entry Guards
Prevent the unsightly scuffs and scratches 
that happen just by climbing in and out of 
your Jeep®.

04B

FORTEC® Floor Liners
Contoured to your Jeep’s floor for precise 
secure fitment.

04A


